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Desperate to rescue their kidnapped daughter, Lilyan and Nicholas trek through South Carolina
mountains and across backcountry wilderness, fighting outlaws, hunger, sleeplessness, and
despair. When the trail grows cold, the couple battles guilt and personal shame; Lilyan for letting
Laurel out of her sight, and Nicholas for failing to keep his family safe. In the port of Charleston,
South Carolina, post-Revolutionary War passions reach fever pitch. There, Lilyan's past catches up
with her. As a former patriot spy, she is charged with the murder of a British officer. Thrown into the
"Exchange Building" and chained alongside prostitutes, thieves, and murderers, she seeks to find
the courage and faith to survive. Determined to free his wife at any cost, Nicholas finds himself
forced back into a life of violence he thought he'd left behind. Will their love sustain them as they
seek Lilyan's freedom and word of their missing child? Or is Laurel lost to them forever?
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"Laurel" by Susan F. Craft is a followup to"The Chamomile" which I have not read but definitely want
to after reading "Laurel". "Laurel" can be a stand alone but I want to read all the books in a series if I

read one!I have to be honest and say I wasn't sure I was going to like this book because I thought it
was slow reading but I soon changed my mind! I really like it! The problem might have been that I
didn't read "The Chamomile" first and so I didn't know the background but the more I read I couldn't
put the book down and read it in one setting. This book is about something that as a mother and
grandmother I never want to go though or want anyone to, a child is stolen. Laurel is stolen while in
her aunt's care and through the aunt is stolen also she returns but has amnesia from being hit and
cannot remember what happened to Laurel.I really wanted to cry as Lilyan and Nicholas Xanthakos
hunt to find her and I almost stopped reading this book a couple of times because I was so
heartbroken at all they had to go through but I am so glad I continued.This book had this reader
amazed at how Lilyan and Nicholas Xanthakos could remain so strong and be so heartbroken at the
same time! There were many surprises in this book and one in particular had this reader thrilled! I
know you are saying "What is the surprise" Now come on, you know you want to read this book
yourself and find out what I'm talking about. What fun is it if I tell you?While in prison Lilyan
befriends other women and helps them while going through her own struggles. I recommend this
book to anyone that likes Historical Fiction.

Laurel***** by Susan F. CraftLilyan and Nicholas (Nikki) Xanthakos are desperately searching for
their kidnappedâ€”soon to be one year oldâ€”daughter, Laurel. Their search takes them hundreds of
miles from their home in the Blue Ridge Mountains, NC of 1783 to Baltimore, MD. They are not
alone in their search, good friends search with them and at locations along the way. They do not
rely solely on their own strength, their strong faith and trust in God empowers them on their quest.
Each clue brings hope and then disappointments, even tragedy. While at Lilyan's old home in
Charleston, she is arrested and thrown into prison for the murder of a British officer during the
Revolutionary War. Now facing trial and possible hanging, Lilyan digs deeper into her faith for
strength...and yes, hope.This story captured my interest from the first page to the last. I found
myself holding my breath at certain times in the story. I really liked the unique blessing/prayer Lilyan
and Nikki said together before they began their search for their daughter. Even in prison, God used
Lilyan as she witnessed to some of the women there. Their journey was an arduous one, full of
unknown dangers, unexpected situations, tragedies, pain, heartbreak, joy, humor, a terrible storm at
sea and shipwreck, forgiveness, love and strong faith. There are many of the characters that I
enjoyed reading about and hope to see more about them in another book. The life-style of the
1780's was a hard one, calling for hard-working, strong, brave and God fearing people to settle the
land, which is clearly shown in this story. Unexpected twists and turns in the story line that kept me

guessing to the end. One line really spoke to me, â€œ...one can survive the terrible, unspeakable
painâ€”God will sustain us if we let Him...â€•.
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